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The International Biometrics + Identity Association (IBIA) is a strong advocate for ethical uses of technology, particularly related to identity technology. We appreciate the efforts by privacy, civil liberties, and racial justice organizations to raise important questions about how to use facial recognition technologies in a manner that promotes privacy and social justice, and we are glad that communities around the world are thinking critically about ethical use of biometric technologies. To help ground those broader discussions in a strong understanding of biometric systems and the biometric technology industry, IBIA is publishing a series of papers to help the public and lawmakers better understand how biometric technologies work, factors impacting biometric technology performance, and some of the best practices we have developed to promote ethical use of biometric technologies. In this paper, we provide an explanation of independent testing that NIST, a globally recognized facial recognition algorithm testing authority, has performed on facial recognition vendor algorithms. We seek to help a non-technical audience understand NIST testing results, and we provide an overview of publicly available NIST data on demographic effects for IBIA member company algorithms.

This analysis helps to demonstrate the following facts about facial recognition technologies:

- Modern facial recognition algorithms can often achieve better identification accuracy than humans can, but the best results are often the product of humans and facial recognition technologies working in tandem.

- Variations in algorithm demographic performance naturally exist.
  - Although some algorithms show statistically significant performance differences across demographic groups, NIST has found that top-performing algorithms display “undetectable” false positive error rate differentials across demographic groups.

- It is important to understand variations in algorithm performance for users to make good policy choices for their particular applications.

---

1 See Meissner, C. A. Brigham, J. C. (2001). Thirty years of investigating the own-race bias in memory for faces: A meta-analytic review. Psychology, Public Policy, & Law 7, 3–35 (providing information about human face memory across demographic groups and finding that humans remember own-race faces better than faces of people who are members of other, less familiar racial groups).


**Reading a DET Curve**

Important NIST test results of biometric algorithm performance are shown as DET curves, which characterize the threshold-setting tradeoff between achieving a low false positive identification rate (face matched to the wrong person) vs. achieving a low false negative identification rate (face not matched at all, even when the correct face is presented). NIST builds such curves by testing algorithms at different threshold settings and observing the types of errors against NIST’s known dataset. This known dataset can be segmented by demographic, thereby yielding results for variances against each dataset. An example DET curve, showing curves for two different hypothetical demographics, is below:
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Figure 1. Generic detection error tradeoff curves for an algorithm performing biometric matching on two different demographic data sets. The dashed line illustrates the difference between the two curves at a given false positive identification rate set by policy (FPIR\textsubscript{POLICY}).

Figure 1\textsuperscript{4} shows two DET curves for the same algorithm when operating on two different demographic data sets, X and Y. The curves illustrate lower error rates for comparable threshold settings for Demographic X. (Generally, curves that are “down and to the left” demonstrate better results.) This explanation, along with some definitions,\textsuperscript{5} sets us up to understand NIST demographic differential results for IBIA company algorithms in the following figures.

---

\textsuperscript{4} NIST report NISTIR 8280 “Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) Part 3: Demographic Effects.”

\textsuperscript{5} FNIR = “false negative Identification rate”, and FPIR = “false positive identification rate”. “Identification” is searching a group of (“N”) faces to see if any of them match a (“1”) face image you provide (hence the term “1:N” identification or matching).
NIST FRVT Part 3 Test Results: Vendor-Specific Demographic Performance

The following NIST DET curves from IBIA members Cogent (Thales), Cognitec, IDEMIA and NEC show excellent demographic differential performance. For this discussion, we show three graphs for each algorithm from left to right, one for white and black populations, one for black males and females, and one for white males and females. NIST used a mugshot dataset for these tests.

Figure 2. DET curves illustrating demographic differentials for algorithm Cogent-0.

Figure 2 represents DET curves from algorithm Cogent-0. The left-most graph shows performance for black subjects on the solid line, and white subjects on the dashed line. Note that for two of the threshold settings, results are better for black subjects. For the threshold setting that yields a false positive identification rate of 3 in 1000, there is a negligible difference in false negative identification between the demographics. The right-most two graphs show a larger demographic differential (about 0.02) between males and females of both races, with a lower error rate for males at all four selected threshold values. Referencing the left-most graph again, the true identification rate (sometimes called accuracy) is about 97% at the 3 in 1000 false negative identification threshold. For comparison, humans exhibit true identification rates of between 50% and 80% with the average around 60%. Trained face examiners, and people deemed to be super-recognizers (who make up only 2 to 3% of the population) can perform much better than average. Some people, about 2% of the population afflicted with prosopagnosia, cannot recognize faces at all.

---

6 NIST report NISTIR 8280 “Annex 16 : Identification error characteristics by race and sex”
Figure 3.

DET curves illustrating demographic differentials for algorithm Cognitec-2.

Figure 3 represents DET curves from algorithm Cognitec-2. The left-most graph shows performance for black subjects on the solid line, and white subjects on the dashed line. Note that for three of the threshold settings, results are better for black subjects, and for one of the threshold settings it is better for white subjects. For the threshold setting that yields a false positive identification rate of 3 in 1000, as the curve shows, there is a negligible difference in false negative identification between the demographics. As was the case previously, the right-most two graphs show a larger demographic differential between males and females of both races, with lower error rates for males at all four threshold settings. Referencing the left-most graph again, the true identification rate (sometimes called accuracy) is about 96% at the 3 in 1000 false negative identification threshold.

Figure 4.

DET curves illustrating demographic differentials for algorithm Idemia-4.

This set of figures represents DET curves from algorithm Idemia-4. The left-most graph shows performance for black subjects on the solid line, and white subjects on the dashed line. Note that for three threshold settings, results are better for white subjects, and for one of the threshold settings, results were about the same for black subjects and white subjects. For the threshold setting that yields a false positive identification rate of 3 in 1000, as the curve shows, there is about 0.01 difference in false negative identification between the demographics. As was the case previously, the right-most two graphs show a larger demographic differential between males and females of both races, with male error rates lower for all four threshold settings. Referencing the left-most graph again, the true identification rate (sometimes called accuracy) is about 97% at the 3 in 1000 false negative identification threshold.
DET curves illustrating demographic differentials for algorithm NEC-2.

Figure 5 represents DET curves from algorithm NEC-2. The left-most graph shows performance for black subjects on the solid line, and white subjects on the dashed line. For three threshold settings, results are better for black subjects, and for one of the threshold settings, results are better for white subjects. For the threshold setting that yields a false positive identification rate of 3 in 1000, as the curve shows, there is about 0.002 difference in false negative identification between the demographic groups. As was the case previously, the right-most two graphs show a demographic differential between males and females of both races. However, in the right-most graph, white female performance was better than white male performance for three of the four tested threshold settings. Referencing the left-most graph again, the true identification rate (sometimes called accuracy) is about 99% at the 3 in 1000 false negative identification threshold, making this one of the most accurate algorithms in this NIST test.

Summary

These data show that, for the best facial recognition algorithms, including those from IBIA members, demographic differentials are small and, in some cases, actually reveal lower error rates for black subjects than for white subjects. Algorithms from the IBIA companies cited here, including companies that submitted algorithms with “undetectable” false positive error rate differentials across demographic groups, are in use around the world.

The successful implementation of a facial recognition or other biometric systems depends on the choice of high-performing algorithms, best informed by the latest NIST test results, and on environmental factors, the human operators, and system configuration settings (such as threshold settings). Developing and implementing ethical use policies and best practices, including those that IBIA has developed, helps to promote racial justice, privacy, and other civil rights and civil liberties. In addition, using the best algorithms in the right use cases can yield major benefits for society as a whole, including economic efficiency, security, and convenience.

IBIA is dedicated to the ethical use of biometrics and welcomes opportunities to participate in multi-stakeholder dialogues and to serve as a resource to policymakers and media outlets interested in discussing and working to address on these important topics.

For more insights from IBIA, visit [www.IBIA.org](http://www.IBIA.org) To contact IBIA, email [info@ibia.org](mailto:info@ibia.org).
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8 NIST, FRVT Part 3: Demographic Effects, p. 8 (explaining that top-performing algorithms display “undetectable” false positive error rate differentials across demographic groups).
9 Id.
10 [https://www.ibia.org/resources/white-papers](https://www.ibia.org/resources/white-papers)